
GFL- Newport Recreation Centre. 
 
Rules, policy and procedure for Phase 2 beginning Oct 1st. 
 

- Masks MUST be worn in the building at ALL times as the 
Public Health order. A Doctors note of exemption must be 
given to the facility to enter without a mask. Users will 
wear mask until coach says to place helmets and mask 
must be placed back on when helmet is removed. 

- No food or drink in the building as masks Must be worn! 
- No Entering and exiting the building, Once in, Stay in! 
- Players can Enter the building 40min before their time. 
- U9 and Younger Must come with Gear On, dressing room 

time and space will be at a premium. 
- U13 & Younger- 2 Parent/Guardian per player may enter 

the building with player and assist with equipment. Must 
stand at social distance marker or sit in seating close to 
their player’s dressing room socially distanced. Parent and 
player Must exit through the dressing room exit door in a 
timely and orderly fashion. Highly recommended all in this 
age group come  dressed, room time and space will be at a 
premium. 

- All other age groups, 2 Parent/Guardian per player. 
Normally players do not need parental assistance, Players 
may Enter 40min before their time. Parent / Guardian may 
Enter a few minutes before actual ice time. Must stand at 
a social distance marker along the rink glass or sit in the 
stands, socially distanced, above your players dressing 



room. Spectator and Player Must exit through the dressing 
room exit door of your player. 

- No Exit Backflow through the main Entrance! 
- No Showers. 
- The warm room and wheel chair perch will remain closed 

at this time! Authorized personnel only. 
- As Public Health Order, All persons entering have to be 

screened and contact listed. 
- Parent / Guardian with more than 1 player on at different 

times and same Parent / Guardian staying, Must Exit the 
building with player 1 and return to be contact listed again 
with player 2. 

 
NOTE- Upgraded projection to Phase 3 is November when 
Game Play begins. Minor associations, clubs and facilities have 
a huge undertaking through the month of October to comply 
with public orders with the volume of skaters that will be 
entering the building. We need teamwork to continue to move 
forward.  
 
Game Play with visiting Teams! 
 
Please Ensure a proper communication Line with visiting teams 
to Ensure there are NO surprises. Our Facility rules must be 
implemented. 
 Please have a plan for screening and contact listing, work 
together with the team coming to ensure this is an easy process 
Including referees. 
 The facility is here to help in anyway. 



  
 


